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2017 Feature Writers
For 2017, we have brought together some of the most experienced, successful and
forward thinking sales experts on the planet, to contribute regularly to Top Sales Magazine.
They provide thought-provoking commentary and thought leadership on a wide range of
sales issues.
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Problem Solving Is The Bedrock
Of Successful Selling
“A foolish consistency is the
hobgoblin of little minds” Ralph Waldo Emerson

or “foolish consistency” read “dull routine”.
Routine

doing
things
by
habit,
subconsciously, without thinking, is the enemy
of success.
The human mind is a computer. You program
your computer by the input you feed into it 
learning, knowledge, experience and so on. If you
program your mind with images of failure, you will
fail. If you build a bank of success images, your
‘computer’ will direct you to success!
How do you build and input images of success
into your ‘computer’?
By creativity, by thinking.
The fruit of thinking is knowledge, and
knowledge is the medium from which skills are built.
In skills learning, there are four steps:

F
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Step One
The Unconscious Incompetent  They don’t know that
they don’t know. The salesperson that is making
mistakes, but is not aware of them.

Step Two
The Conscious Incompetent. They know that they
don’t know. This is the beginning of wisdom. The
salesperson that is aware they are not cashing in on
their full potential and wants to learn how to
improve.

Step Three
The Conscious Competent. They have learned and
are aware of what they have learned – and they use
it! They know why! The salesperson who knows how
to make a successful approach call and can
programme and execute their presentation to
achieve their objectives.

Editorial

Step Four
The Unconscious Competent. They have learned so
well that they use their knowledge with a semi
automatic skill. Their skills have reached a level
where they are no longer selfcentered. They are
free to devote their efforts to the needs of others.
The professional salesperson who does the right
things to get results, but functions without
conscious attention to what they are doing or
why.
Note that I say ‘semiautomatic’  even the
Unconscious Competent should have the ability
and the sharpness to call forth selfawareness.
Purposeful selfawareness, plus a knowing
application of skills, generates maximum personal
horsepower.
The handmaiden of creativity is imagination.
Imagination is the well that brings forth the new
ideas that are essential to your growing success.
Brainstorming is the way to keep imagination
active, fresh and alive.
These are the rules of brainstorming new ideas:
l Quantity – Numbers. The more ideas, the

greater percentage of success.
l No criticism  Don’t prejudge any idea until
you have a basketful to pick from. This is the
key. Judgment tends to inhibit imagination.
l Freewheeling  Don’t reject an idea because it
is unusual or “off the wall”
l Combination  Combine ideas and see what
kind of offspring they produce
Only after you’ve exhausted all possible ideas do
you start the process of selecting and evaluating.
The aim of creativity is problem solving. That’s
the essence of successful selling.
The foremost function of the mind is problem
solving. We solve problems with our imagination,
and imagination is a function of our creative
ability. A creative salesperson is a problemsolver.
The basics of the selling process:

l Determine desire
l Present the product to satisfy desire
l Help the prospect find the right reasons for a

favorable decision
Selling is nothing more than an exercise in problem
solving. By constantly keeping your imagination and
creativity at work, you will develop the best attitude
for problem solving. You will build an unending
source of ideas. You will become an idea producer
and this will be your source of “value add” that will
differentiate you from your competitor.

Differentiate Between Activity and
Accomplishment
Activity relates to being busy, but accomplishment
equates to getting meaningful things done. It takes
energy to fail. The successful salesperson channels
their energy into creative, productive channels
leading to predefined goals.
Accomplishment is measured by the amount of
creativity involved.

And Finally  Value Added Asks
“What service or benefit can I add to what I give my
customer, other than my product?”
Not just service in the sense of speedy delivery,
prompt followup and personal attention, which are
normal adjuncts of any real sale, but a real plus idea,
something extra of value to him, beyond the
immediate transaction, that goes beyond the nine
dots of your job.
Value Add, through idea giving, is the ingredient
that earns you the right to ask for the order  and to
n
expect it!

Jonathan Farrington is the CEO of
Top Sales World. You can also follow him
on LinkedIn here and catch up with the
JF Interview Series here
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Knowing and Growing Enterprise Accounts
Jonathan Farrington
interviews Brian Sullivan,
Vice-President of Sandler
Enterprise Selling at
Sandler Training.
Knowing and growing enterprise accounts certainly
holds great promise for selling organizations. Which
begs the question, how do you define an enterprise
account? How is it different?
We define enterprise accounts in terms of the unique
challenges that selling teams face in winning their
business and serving them over time. Challenges like
long sales cycles that test selling organizations and
wide, diverse buyer networks with individuals wearing
different functional and behavioral hats, demanding
that selling organizations be comprehensively
prepared. And the significant investments made in
pursuing enterprise opportunities, committing
precious organizational assets, generating significant
opportunity costs, and requiring selling organizations
to be extremely skilled in their deal selections.
Then, once you’ve won the deal and landed an
enterprise client account, what’s different?
Enterprise accounts are vast ecosystems of

8
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opportunity. They’re teeming fields of rich, dark,
fertile soil – and you hold the seeds. There’s
significant work to do, of course, but the huge
growth potential is, literally and figuratively, in your
hands. Enterprise accounts are truly marketplaces
unto themselves, deserving of the same focus and
strategizing as in market planning. The additional
challenge is the critical need for delivery excellence
in serving your promising enterprise account. After
all, excellence in service delivery is the key to
account retention and growth.
I’ve always loved the Sandler Enterprise Selling
focus on its last stage, Service Delivery. How does
that step help with the knowing that leads to the
growing?
In essence, there’s no better time to win business
than after you’ve won business. And while Service
Delivery is the final stage in the Sandler Enterprise
Selling process, there’s really no end to the program
as it represents a continuous process of selling to
and serving enterprise accounts through streams of
transactions over time. Service Delivery highlights
the teaming of sales and delivery together to insure
retention and growth, beginning with the
understanding  the knowing, of what’s most
important to the client. Our ClientCentric
Satisfaction Tool facilitates that understanding

The Jonathan Farrington Interview

through the sales and delivery team meeting with
the new client at the relationship’s outset. Think
about the moment. The contract is signed. The
prospect is now the client, whose needs and goals
you mutually share. At this point, the temptation to
focus the delivery team squarely on service
excellence and for the sales team to ponder the next
prospect will be strong, but the real treasure awaits
those who take this opportunity to seek and
understand their new client’s definition of success.
Clearly knowing this information greatly increases
the likelihood of high client satisfaction and
significant account growth. But, of course, you have
to ask.
Makes a lot of sense. Knowing how the client
defines success absolutely drives satisfaction and
retention. You also mention that the knowing helps
you grow accounts. How does Sandler Enterprise
Selling provide guidance the about “how” of
proactively expanding enterprise accounts?
Through ClientCentric Satisfaction, you’ve learned
what’s most important to your client and how they
define success. Consider, then, the next major
opportunity the client has, a new need for which
they must issue an RFP as processes often dictate.
Your organization will, of course, be included on the
prospective provider list and you and your
competitors will all review the RFP’s requirements.
But you are the only one with the inside information
about how the client truly defines success. And your
response will resonate with those inside insights,
greatly increasing your chances of winning and
growing. Because you know. Because you asked.
And regarding how to proactively expand an
enterprise account, a framework is critical. Simply
walking the halls with an identification badge is not
enough. Sandler Enterprise Selling’s Client2 Tool
focuses on five proactive account growth paths. The
first is Organic Growth – renewals, extensions and
expansions, combined with growing into other client
departments and through delivery of other offerings
in your portfolio. The Partnerships and Alliances

channel is next, taking advantage of your connected
alliance partners to grow by planning with and for
them. Then, the Family Tree channel guides
expansion through subsidiaries, parents, sister
companies, and other entities connected to your
enterprise account. Next, the Alumni channel tracks
and targets decisionmakers joining and leaving the
account, the pivot point for additional business. And
last, the Customer’s Customer channel positions you
for direct business with your account’s customers,
connections you’ve made through your enterprise
relationship. Of course, the channels of Client2 must
be worked professionally and sensibly, with your
account’s counsel and concurrence often sought.
Mutual respect, communication, and value  that’s
what positive enterprise relationships are all about.
And how do you insure continual highlevel
executive communication with your account over
time, keeping the strategic ‘knowing’ fresh?
We use a clientfocused variation of Quarterly
Business Reviews. Our Quarterly Value Reviews
provide strategic forums in which the account’s
executive team reviews your recent value delivered
and sets the charter for your future value focus. It’s
the keen focus on client value as opposed to what
you’re trying to sell next that attracts client
executives to the sessions and invariably unearths
new opportunities. In enterprise relationships, real
value delivers mutual benefit.
Thank you, Brian. Where may we find out more
about you and Sandler Enterprise Selling?
BS – The book is available on Amazon in hard copy
and Kindle versions. And for those interested, feel
free to contact me at brian.sullivan@sandler.com
and please join the Sandler Enterprise Selling
LinkedIn Group. You may also enjoy my latest
webinar here.
n

Brian Sullivan is VicePresident of Sandler
Enterprise Selling at Sandler Training.
Find out more here
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How To Score A Meeting With
A Fortune 500 CEO
It began with a phone call
to Bill. I shouldn’t have
been intimidated. In my
30+ year career, I’ve made
thousands of sales calls.
But this was the first time I’d called the
CEO of a Fortune 500 company.
had researched the company and prepared my
introduction. I knew from what I’d read that Bill
really needed my expertise. Nevertheless, I was
nervous. My breath was labored. I had the brown
paper bag ready if I needed it.
“What if he doesn’t really want to talk to me?” I
thought. “What if I hit a brick wall?”
I took a deep breath and made the call, knowing
I’d reach his assistant, Julie. She answered, and I
introduced myself. I told Julie that Bill had my book—
Pick Up the Damn Phone!—because he’d asked me

I
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to send a copy. Julie knew exactly who I was. She
laughed (as everyone does) when I mentioned the
title and confirmed it was on Bill’s desk. Then she set
an appointment for three weeks out.
Why was Julie so welcoming? Because I was
referred by Larry, one of Bill’s largest clients.
Before my call, Larry shared insights about Bill’s
interests and which of my messages would resonate
best. He also regaled me with fun stories about Bill
that weren’t exactly offcolor, but probably weren’t
common knowledge.
When Bill and I finally spoke, we had a great
conversation. He told me what everyone tells me:
He will always take a meeting with someone Larry
recommends. Thanks to Larry, Bill and I already had
a personal connection, so he felt comfortable telling
me about his son, who is planning a career in sales.
Bill told me what he wants from enterprise
sellers: insights, not pitches. So, that’s exactly what
we discussed. In the end, he agreed that his

Joanne S. Black

company was not using referrals to their best
advantage, so he introduced me to VPs across his
organization.
And there’s the message to every account exec
selling into named accounts. Referrals are the #1
way to get a meeting in one call, and then to land
and expand into other areas of a client company.

Referrals Require Relationships
The most important role of enterprise sellers is
generating qualified sales leads and getting in before
prospects even know they have a need. But if sales
reps can’t get meetings with decisionmakers,
nothing else matters. They waste their time and spin
their wheels trying to figure out the best person to
contact. Meanwhile, the competition is already
there.
How do your enterprise sellers get in the door
first? They gain a meeting with their target
executives through referral introductions, not
through cold calling or pitches.
CEOs do not respond to cold calls or emails, and
neither do their gatekeepers. One assistant told me
many cold callers lie and tell her the CEO asked
them to reach out. Most are cocky; others are
downright rude; and some try to lay on the charm.
But gatekeepers are good at their jobs. They can
smell phoniness a mile away and stop duplicitous
cold callers in their tracks. However, they don’t turn
away sales reps who have relationships with their
bosses—or the next best thing, referrals from people
those execs know and trust.
Referred salespeople get in the door early, build
relationships, and get the lay of the land. They don’t
just offer solutions to prospects’ unique needs; they
help identify those needs. Suddenly, the chances of
a competitive challenge are slim. Sure, many
companies are required to send out an RFP. But
referred sellers are positioned to help draft the RFP.
Once they win the deal and implement with
precision, they and their teams have earned the right
to ask for and receive referral introductions to other

divisions of the enterprise. That’s the proven
cadence for referred enterprise sellers.

People Do Business with People
Technology still plays an important role for
enterprise sellers. It helps them identify key drivers
in their target companies, determine who to contact,
find mutual connections, and learn about the
challenges prospects are facing. But technology
won’t tell sellers how to minimize risk for prospects.
It won’t tell them who the key influencers are within
a company, who has the budget, how decisions are
made, or any other inside information that really
matters.
Clients buy from sales reps who develop and
foster relationships, ask probing questions, share
valuable insights, and uncover pressing needs that
must be solved. Buyers spend money with
salespeople and companies they like and trust—or
those who have been referred by people they like
and trust. No matter what or how you sell, there’s a
direct correlation between personal connections
and sales success.
Savvy sales leaders understand that enterprise
selling requires more than just determination and
lead generation tools. It requires a referral program—
a disciplined system with skills building, coaching,
metrics, and accountability for success. Why? With
referrals, enterprise sellers get in early with trust and
credibility already earned, shorten their sales
process, knock out the competition, and convert
prospects into clients around 70 percent of the time.
But most salespeople won’t ask unless it’s part of
their sales process.
Adopt a referral system, and your sales team will
walk right into the CSuite day in and day out!
n
Guaranteed.

Joanne Black is the founder of No More Cold
Calling® and a best selling author.
Find out more here
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2017 Top 50 Sales
& Marketing Blogs
For the 5th year running, Top Sales World has announced
their Top 50 Sales & Marketing Blogs. The editorial team
wants to reiterate that they are not suggesting that these
are necessarily the best but they are all personal favorites
that the team tries to read on a regular basis because of
their high quality. It is an eclectic mix, covering most sales
disciplines and if there are any here that you have
yet to discover, we suggest you do,
without further delay.

Full Details Here

The Importance of the
Opportunity Lifecycle
Before analytics, AI or
machine learning can
become the magical, lifechanging technology
promised for Sales, the
most delicate and precious data source
must be validated: The Opportunity Lifecycle.
And the only data source for what happens
inside the lifecycle of an opportunity is the
salesperson. Once the conversation has
begun – once the humans connect – only
the salesperson is positioned to capture
what happens.
he key to understanding customer buying
behavior is to see it and capture it through the
eyes of the sales person who's sitting across

T
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from the buyer and buying influences. This is true
for all BtoB sales cycles from transactional to
strategic, product or service. The analog data
collection engine known as the salesperson
observes and documents each interaction. The
attendees, their role in the decision, the bosses not
present, the physical and political requirements to
get the deal done. A whirl of variables the
salesperson absorbs, translates and calculates when
updating each opportunity.
When sales accurately captures and enters
what’s happening, there is tremendous value.
Unfortunately, most sales organizations continue to
struggle with adoption and compliance of Sales
Force Automation applications. While many blame
the technology, more often it is the lack of a
common process and language to describe
opportunities compounded by a lack of discipline by
sales managers and leaders.
Salespeople recognize the political nature of an

Joe Galvin

organization’s funnel  forecast process and
Our SFA systems today capture the same flawed
positions their opportunities accordingly, updating
data as the paper forms and excel spreadsheets of
the opportunity data accordingly. The result is at its
the past. Getting to pipeline integrity is a required
core; funnel data is flawed, driven by the political
step for transformation and the only path to
realities of the day. Because of this forecast
analytics, big data and predicative. If you can’t trust
accuracy suffers unless “adjusted” by management
that the pipeline data you see is current, consistent
as it goes up the line, further mutating
and accurate (to the degree that any
the data.
human interaction is predictable), the
Enterprising CSOs must begin to
data is useful only for political
embrace Opportunity Forensics. Far
forecasting. Opportunity forensics is a
Salespeople
beyond a wonloss assessment,
strategy and process to improve
recognize
the
opportunity forensics goes deep
accuracy and confidence of pipeline
inside the sales cycle to document
political nature of data.
and codify how we sell and more
Once across the pipeline integrity
an
organization’s
importantly, how and why they buy.
chasm, the real power of technology
Pipeline integrity is the final chasm
funnel - forecast will unleash a powerful competitive
to cross for BtoB sales. The biggest
advantage for those brave enough to
process and
shortterm impact is what happens to
embrace digital transformation first.
the funnel when you start to uncover
All the productivity promises long
positions their
the facts is there is going to be a big
made by sale force automation and
opportunities
drop in the funnel: 50 percent or
CRM providers will finally have begun
more of the sales funnel may
to materialize.
accordingly,
disappear overnight. CSOs need to be
CSOs need to confront this head
updating the
ready to confront that. What’s left in
on. It must be in the strategic
the funnel: real opportunity and the
opportunity data capability of Sales Leader to influence
basis for building up the new way of
how sales behaves  through skills and
accordingly.
The
doing business. In the short term,
training,
through
frontline
CSOs must confront this, tear it down
result is at its core; management, through all of the
and rebuild. They must demonstrate
resources we provide our sellers to
funnel
data
is
to sales the value of seeking and
prepare them to go out and compete.
capturing the truth. One of the
flawed, driven by This require sales leadership. This will
strategic capabilities of the Sales
have to start with a cultural
the
political
Leader is to influence how sales
transformation to accurately capture
behaves, and this is an important one.
realities of the day. the buyer’s journey through forensic
This is a collision of analog and
analysis of the opportunity lifecycle.
digital selling. It’s also the on the on
Then
a
documentation
and
ramp to true digital transformation. All
codification of how we sell and how
sales organizations have struggled with the digital
they buy. Then, and only then, should Sales Leaders
transition of transferring our analogue process to a
entertain a digital transformation to accelerate this. n
digital platform: from paper forms, to spreadsheets
to cloud based SFA applications. True digital
Joe Galvin is Chief Research Officer Vistage
transformation is the redesign of business processes
Worldwide. Find out more here
to capitalize on benefits the technology.

“
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Critical Communication Skills
I had lunch recently with a longtime client, a CEO whose sales force had cut
its teeth years ago on six critical skills (Presence, Relating, Questioning,
Listening, Positioning, and Checking) that they learned in one of my courses.
He and I agreed that, despite all the changes in how customers buy, the six
critical skills are still valid.
n the other hand, we agreed that the
application of the skills is another matter
entirely. The essence of the skills has not
changed, but the world has. How can we apply the
critical skills today—or five years from now?
When I founded Richardson, I used the six skills
as the dialogue thread that connected all of our
programs. But that was then and this is now. It’s time
for the rebranding of the skills.
The challenge, for many salespeople, is how to
execute the skills for success in the new sales
environment – today and in the future. The good

O
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news is that effective execution of the skills at the
highest level is not just for the sales stars. Mastery is
there for all for the effort.
Let’s look at the skills rebranded:
Presence – Presence is a way to engender
confidence in your buyers through how you position
yourself in person, on the phone, or online. But
today it has the dimension of branding. Presence is
still communicated through things such as demeanor
and body language, but now it includes creating an
online presence, which is quite a different thing… It
requires demonstrating the executive presence

Linda Richardson

needed to deliver insights and change the status
quo.
Relating – Today it is necessary to form
connections – not only with multiple decision makers
and influencers in a department, but across
channels. And not only through personal and
business shared interests, but with a message of
transparency. It is a first step toward gaining
customers’ trust and giving them yours. Connecting
goes beyond face to face and telephone rapport – it
includes things such as the empathy you show in
social media, the relationships you foster on
LinkedIn, and the friends you have on Facebook.
Questioning – Questioning, in the past, was a
matter of deep probing to gain information and
insight. Questioning is more important than ever,
but it is very different. Today, smart questioning is in
part education to share insights as you elicit
information. It is your ability to ask smart questions
that reflects a real understanding of your customer’s
world, that signals if customers answer you will bring
value to them, and that lets you uncover the
information you need to deliver priority business
outcomes. The availability of more information
online narrows the scope of the questions it makes
sense to ask, and raises the quality of the questions
you ask.
Positioning – What you position has changed.
Positioning has to do with Messaging today that
shows you understand what your customers value.
It includes research, insights, ideas, knowledge,
success stories, your point of view, and what you’ve
learned from your probing, as well as product
characteristics. The big change is that in the “old”
days, positioning was customizing your product
story to the customers’ needs. Now the message
you is all about the business outcome produced by
your customized solution and validating the need for
change…
Listening – Listening has always been important.
Think about listening today as close listening. It is
your ability to be mindful in the moment, so that you
can demonstrate attention and gain full

comprehension of what your customer has shared
with you. One of the best ways to get close to
anyone is to listen to him or her. Today you need to
“listen” – not only in real time dialogue, in person or
on the phone, but to “listen” to things such as the
voices your customers are listening to on social
networks, and listening to text messages for what is
shared between the lines.
Checking – Checking is the ability to ask for
feedback, on what you have said in a sales call, to
gauge how your customer(s) is responding. The
advent of social media makes it necessary to check
in – not just inperson conversations and phone
calls, but in dialogues that occur on multiple social
platforms and with many more stakeholders across
divisions. The challenge is to maintain some channel
for oneonone communication, as well as online
channels, to understand where you stand.
So how do you go about mastering these skills?
The key to mastering communication skills starts
with awareness. Where do you excel? Where are
you weak? Who can give you feedback?
As your think about your skill in branding
yourself, making connections, asking smart
questions, delivering a compelling message, and
checkingin across customer channels to know
where you stand, focus on one skill at a time. The
Internet has abbreviated all of our attention spans,
but by really working on one skill for several days
you can gain control and achieve mastery.
The best selfcritique is balanced. Start with the
skill in which you excel to take it to the next level.
After that, ask yourself where the big gap is in your
skill set and focus on that. Then alternate focusing
on a strength, then a weakness. Selfcritiquing is
powerful, but you also need an outside view. Ask for
feedback from a trusted, valued colleague.
Make the skills your own. Make them instinctive. n

Linda Richardson is the founder of
Richardson, best selling author, consultant,
Faculty Wharton Graduate School.
Find out more here
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Choosing Metrics That Matter
You won’t get outstanding
results in sales without
data. But data is
meaningless unless you
understand what you’re
measuring and how it supports the goals
of your organization.
ust as important, you need data that explains
what’s currently happening in your market and
what will be happening in the future, as
opposed to just what was happening last quarter, or
in the last month. Otherwise it’s like driving on
highway and only looking at the rearview mirror:
bad things will happen.
You must learn to master the skill of choosing and
managing the right metrics. That is what the top sales

J
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leaders do today.
There are three kinds of sales metrics that need
to matter to you: leading indicators, lagging
indicators and unique indicators. How’s how each of
these works.

Leading indicators
This describes everything that leads up to you
making the sale. It’s the top of your sales pipeline
and defines how capable you are at opening an
opportunity—not closing a sale.
Your organization should have several metrics in
this category and the most important one is called
Overall Gap to Growth. This is simply the gap
between where you are now versus where you need
to be to hit your next sales goal. When you define
this, you define your work for the rest of that sales
period (e.g., the next week or the next month),

Colleen Francis

ensuring you’re doing what’s needed to hit your
target. Shrinking that gap is how you measure your
success in achieving your leading indicators.
Leading indicators include all the activities and
sales stages that happen before a proposal is sent
out. With that in mind, other metrics in this area
must include:
l the number of qualified opportunities created in

l

l

l

l

each period compared to what’s required to hit
your target;
the length of time it takes to convert a lead to an
opportunity, grouped by marketing source (e.g.,
referral, cold call, inbound);
the number of attempts (calls, meetings, emails) it
takes to convert a lead into an opportunity,
grouped by marketing source (e.g., referral, cold
call, inbound);
how quickly an opportunity moves through the
top half of the pipeline when you win the
opportunity compared to if you lose it; and
the conversion ratios between all stages leading
up to the proposal stage.

Lagging indicators
Lagging indicators are metrics focused on getting an
opportunity signed. It’s also where sales managers
often mess up their analysis. They forget that the
actual sale is not a leading but a lagging indicator.
Making a sale only tells you what you did right in the
past to get you to where you’re at now.
Remember: in sales metrics, opening skills and
closing skills are two very different activities. Each
measures a different set of requirements. Your data
must reflect this fact.
To measure how effective you are at closing, you
must look at:
l Your closing rate (conversations to sale). You

must define yours. A healthy average is 35%. If
yours is lower, you likely have a qualification
problem or a proposal quality problem. If it’s

higher, you have an input problem (i.e., your sales
reps are only putting completed deals in your
pipeline), or your prices are too low. Once, a VP
of Sales told me his team didn’t have a closing
problem. But when I asked for closing ratios, he
told me they didn’t measure it. Working together,
we found it was less than 10%. They were leaving
a lot of money on the table with their poor selling
skills and didn’t know it.
l The average number of days an opportunity
takes to close. You should be measuring both
wins and losses, determining whether it’s talking
you longer to win or lose a deal once a proposal is
sent;
l Churn rate. Measure how many customers leave
you every year; and
l Cross sell rate. Look at how much more do each
customer buy from you every year.

Unique indicators
Last but not least, this describes management
metrics that are not opportunity related but specific
to your operation. For example, as a sales manager,
you look at what percentage of your team hits their
target every quarter. What percentage regularly
misses or exceeds it? These unique indicators are
designed to diagnose challenges that are specific to
your business. They give you insights you can use to
help solve those unique problems thoroughly.
Think of sales data and sales metrics the same
way that an athlete looks at nutrition. Be selective
with what you’re consuming. Be meticulous in
measuring meaningful outputs. What you’ll gain is
valuable insight for your sales organization to help
you learn, plan and execute so that you grow better,
n
faster and stronger.

Colleen Francis is President and Founder of
Engage Selling Solutions and bestselling
author of Nonstop Sales Boom.
Find out more here
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Stop Your Sales Team Not Selling
Most sales people are hired
to sell but spend their time
doing other things.

urthermore, most sales managers should be
developing the capabilities of their team but
spend too little time doing it. This seriously
affects sales productivity.

F

Why aren't sales people selling?
There are 2 main things that distract sales people
from the job they should be doing – admin and
customer service. Of course organisations want to
know – need to know – what is happening in the sales
funnel. But that’s no excuse for asking sales people to
spend a huge amount of time entering data into
systems, especially when those systems are poorly
specified and designed.
It is often the case that sales operations and others
specify what they want from the sales management
system with no regard for the time it takes out of a
sales person’s selling time. The organisation needs to
look objectively at what data is ‘need to have’ against
what is ‘nice to have’. And if that means junking an old
system and buying slimmed down software that is
more flexible, accessible and useable then do the
maths. Remember just 10% less time wasted in a 40
strong team is equivalent to 4 more sales people and
compare that with the cost of a better system.

Fire fighting instead of selling
How big a deal is this?
Huge. We are currently working with a client who is a
leading global supplier of equipment for production
automation. The results of their time and activity
allocation survey suggest that their sales people
spend no more than 50% of their time actually
selling. If you think this is bad I found a recent
research paper from the US based on surveys of over
1,500 sales people that found sales people typically
spend only 38% of their time selling.
Before we look at why sales people are not doing
their job let’s just think about the business case. Let’s
say you have 40 sales people who only sell for 50%
of the time and work an average of 50 hours per
week, that’s 1,000 hours selling time per week. If you
free up just 10% more time to sell that’s another 200
hours a week. The equivalent of 4 more sales people!
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This is a tougher challenge to resolve and needs to be
tackled at an organisational level, but here is the
problem. The sales person has a relationship with the
customer. The sales person almost certainly wants to
nurture that relationship because, as we know, happy
customers are excellent sources of new business.
They buy again and they recommend you to others.
The downside of this is that if they are not happy,
they are likely to contact the sales person who then
gets drawn into trying to resolve the problem. There is
a potential happy ending to this scenario when the
sales person fixes the problem quickly and easily and
the customer thinks even more highly of them but this
is not the usual scenario. More often the sales person
gets dragged into a problem that they are not trained
to resolve, the customer is not happy and of course
the sales person is not selling. Often sales managers

Phil Kreindler

are just as bogged down in fire fighting and probably
even more in internal meetings and admin so they
don’t have enough time to coach their sales people.
Possibly the most significant issue is that senior
management do not know how the sales team spend
their time and often add to the issue at the same
time as demanding better sales figures.

Analysis in the category “Internal Admin”. Unless
individuals and the team are constantly looking at
the way they work and what is effective the risk is
performance will drop as mistakes are repeated
and bad habits become ingrained.

How our client is tackling the problem

The survey will be tested by a group of 20 sales
people and 10 sales managers before being rolled
out globally. The results will give a clear view of
just how the sales team is spending their time and
some clear insights into why they are not spending
more of it selling. The analysis will also show the
differences between how successful (and less
successful) sales people and sales managers spend
their time.
Based on this transparency you can look at the
best ways to get sales people back to selling. Once
they are spending more time selling you can look to
provide training that will improve their
performance while they are actively selling. The
training will be more effective because it will affect
a greater number of hours per person trained.
Ask yourself

The client mentioned earlier is a world leader in
production automation with a large sales team
working in 35 locations. The objective of their
project is to increase selling time, further down the
line they will work on improving sales capabilities but
on the basis of up to 50% misspent time; the
payback will be significant.
Step 1 is to find out how sales people and sales
managers spend their time now.
They started with a design workshop attended by
4 successful sales people and 4 sales managers as
well as the project leader. The objective was to
identify what activities sales people and sales
managers spend their time on currently as the basis
for a companywide survey to identify the
proportion of their time they spend on each activity.
Activities were put into 1 of 3 categories:

Rolling out the survey

l Do you know how your sales people spend their

time?
l Revenue generating activities
l Operations (email, meetings, travel, internal

admin)
l Self and team development

The survey also identifies what activities they would
like to spend more time on and what are the barriers
to doing so, along with identifying what they would
like to spend less time doing and what prevents
them from doing so.

Selfdevelopment is not admin
We raised a big red flag when the participants put
activities like Opportunity Reviews and Win/Loss

l How well are salespeople’s activities aligned

with their goals e.g. to win more new
customers?
l What obstacles prevent salespeople spending
more time on selling?
l What prevents sales managers from spending
n
more time on developing their team?

Phil Kreindler is the CEO of Infoteam Sales
Process Consulting and the author of Winning
Complex Sales and Customerized Selling.
Find out more here
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Artificial Larry Versus Amplified Leadership –
4 ‘Must Have’ Competencies To Stay In The Game
A milestone was reached in the world of selling this month. 'Adelaide-based
artificial intelligence software vendor Complexica has secured a software
deployment contract with pharmaceutical company Pfizer Australia' and
launched the artificial intelligence engine, Larry, the Digital Analyst.
he early adopters and creatives have brought
artificial intelligence into the realm of sales,
and it is an exciting gamechanger.
However, there are two trains of thought going
through many salespeople's minds when it comes to
the sales profession and AI.

T

1. 'Will I stay or will I go?' or
2. 'Should I stay or should I go?'
The sky is not yet falling, however, uncertainty is
beginning to creep in, creating a clash between
decisions that could mean evolution or extinction.
With Forester stating 22% of sales jobs will
disappear by 2020 and knowing where there is
smoke there is usually fire, the dialogue quite rightly
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turns to the future of some sales roles. Like any form
of disruption, however, there will always be the
disruptor, for whom opportunity prevails, and there
will always be the disruptee, for whom uncertainty
prevails.
We saw it in the music industry.
Once hanging out for hours in a record store,
either in our lunch hour or after work, adjusting our
headphones, closing our eyes and tapping away to
the tunes of the latest single, it took us to another
world. We may not have bought, but we still
listened.
And then along came Napster, completely
disrupting the music industry – allowing us to still
listen without buying, albeit through pirated digital
downloads. None of the sellers, or musos in this

Bernadette McClelland

case, got paid a brass razoo, until Apple rode in on
their trusty steed to bring even more disruption all
the while attempting to equalise the playing field.
With a ninetynine cent cap on all music
downloads, it was a gutsy move and one that
provided many more options for the musos (aka
sellers) even though album sales plummeted. It kind
of sorted the men from the boys. It gave a platform
for those who were, and still are, 'worthy of getting
the business'. In contrast, it also provided a reality
check for those who rested on the laurels of their
transactional 'one hit wonders', where the
downloads told the real story.
Michael McDonald, cofounder of ATO Records
and manager of John Mayer, stated of this disruptive
platform, 'It's allowed a place to expose artists who
are gaining popularity in all genres, and although it
has impacted the album sales, I think it has become a
real barometer of what's good and what's popular. If
anything, it's given a revenue stream to what would
have been the Wild West'.
And the sales profession historically has been
viewed as a bit of the Wild West, with it's cowboys
and 'yee haa' attitude resting on their laurels,
alongside chieftains who have historically led with
more command and control management than we
would like, therefore giving rise to the need for more
amplifed leadership instead.
So the future of the sales profession in this
volatile and ambiguous environment, as artificial and
authentic merge, can only evolve through one genre.
Personal Leadership.
Whilst technology is a disruptor, it is also an
enabler that encourages creativity and growth,
whether that be music or sales leadership.
Democratising sales leadership and neuroscience
helps us selfdisrupt, in order to access that
creativity and growth.
We need to play the same game technology is
playing. And that is to amplify our own individual
intelligence.
And from two perspectives – from the human
perspective and from the business perspective.

Interpersonal (collaborative ) and Intrapersonal
(intuitive) levels of intelligence are key for survival
and feedback on these two areas creates a strong
commercial and evolutionary baseline.
By us acknowledging and respecting these two
levels of intelligence will determine and lead to a
more competitive level of Business Intelligence
(executive) which in turn prepares us for the true hi
touch and hitech partnership – man working side by
side with machines.
This HCI or Human Computer Interface is the
sweet spot between computer science and
behavioural science and calls for skills that include
agility, collaboration, innovation and high
performance to successfully align. In the work I do
with the About My Brain Institute and business
development, the i4 model incorporates four
competencies, as shown here, that contribute to
amplifying the right types of intelligence:
l
l
l
l

To be agile is to trust your gut and be intuitive
To collaborate is to inspire yourself and others
To innovate is to imagine
To be a high performer is to integrate brain and
body.

Whilst we are in the early stages of AI within the
sales profession, and Complexica chief scientist, Dr
Michalewicz has designed Larry the Digital Analyst
for business to use big data for decision making ,
articulating message to market and improving
customer experience, it will not be long before the
impact is felt in much broader terms across the sales
landscape.
When that time comes, and we know it is near,
everyone needs show up in a way that amplifies
their own leadership, in other words, to be 'personal
ready'.
n

Bernadette McClelland is Head of Sales
Transformation and Enablement at Sales
Leaders Global Pty Limited.
Find out more here
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7 Powerful Exercises to Up Your Sales to the Next Lev
Some things take a while to catch on. In his book, “Outliers,” Malcom
Gladwell wrote about the years of work and at minimum, 10,000 hours,
required for some, like The Beatles, to become "overnight sensations."
hortly after I published my bestselling book,
Baseline Selling, in 2005, I also published the
Baseline Selling Field Guide. The Field Guide had
specific exercises to help salespeople apply the
concepts in the book to their business. While the
book was an instant success, the Field Guide wasn't
until the last couple of years when, for no apparent
reason, people began buying it.
Today, I received yet another request asking if I
would recommend how to use the exercises in the
Baseline Field Guide with the book, Baseline Selling.

S
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In an effort to help everyone, and not just those who
choose to write me, my recommendations on some
powerful ways to correlate the two appear below.
The first thing to work on is Positioning
Statements. Your positioning statement is the first
thing you will share with a brand new prospect in
your very first phone conversation. It is essential
that you create the perfect positioning statement
that conveys what you do and who you do it for, but
in a way that gets your prospect to say, "that's me."
The field guide will help you get those positioning

Dave Kurlan

vel
statements right and you can even
send your completed statements to
me for verification that they are good.
Use Exercise 5 of the field guide along
with the section on getting to 1st base
in the book.
The next thing to work on is your Cycle
Statements. The cycle statements will get a lot of
use with your prospects who say, "We're all set" or
"We're not interested" or "We're happy." These
statements, when used correctly, gives you an
opportunity to turn these prospects around and get
them engaged. Use Exercise 19 in the field guide
along with the section on getting to 1st base in the
book.
Of all the possible weaknesses, your Self

Limiting Beliefs will cause more trouble for you than
anything else. Use Exercise 23 to reprogram your
beliefs so that they begin to support, rather than
sabotage your outcomes.
Once you're finally meeting or
talking with new prospects, you'll
want to make sure that you can
Uncover their Compelling Reasons to
Buy from you. Use Exercise 4 along
with the section on Getting to 2nd
Base to help you improve in this
crucial milestone of the sales process.
Exercise 15 will help salespeople
become more Comfortable Talking
About Money  a crucial milestone in
Qualifying the Opportunity. Use this
exercise along with the section on
getting to 3rd base in the book.
I've been writing a lot about
*Scorecards in the past year, but the
origins for Scorecards in the sales
process go back to 2005, where
Exercise 16 will help you develop an
appropriate scorecard for your
opportunities.
I've written more than 30 articles
about **Sales Process and Exercise 2
will help you get yours customized
and optimized. The most important
part is the sequence so make sure it's
perfect.
Use the remaining 17 exercises to
work on the things that represent gaps for you.
n
Good luck!
* More about those Scorecards, I mentioned, here
** And those 30 articles about Sales Process here

Dave Kurlan is a bestselling Author, Keynote
Speaker, CEO of both Objective Management
Group and Kurlan & Associates.
Find out more here
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The Sales Manager's Guide to Greatness:
Ten Essential Strategies for Leading
Your Team to the Top
by Kevin F. Davis
If your sales team isn't producing the results expected, the pressure is on you to fix the situation fast. One
option is to replace salespeople. A better option is for you to optimize your performance as a sales leader. In
The Sales Manager's Guide to Greatness, sales management consultant Kevin F. Davis offers 10 proven and
distinctly practical strategies, skills, and tools for overcoming the most challenging obstacles sales managers
face and moving your team ahead of the pack.

What they are saying …
''This fast-moving, practical book
shows you how to immediately
boost the performance and
productivity of every salesperson.
It will make you look like a genius!''
Brian Tracy
Author, The Psychology of Selling
''I'm always excited about books
that help managers become true
leaders—and The Sales Manager's
Guide to Greatness is one of those
books.''
Ken Blanchard
coauthor of The New One Minute
''Adapting to the changing demands
of buyers is forcing the evolution of
the sales manager. In The Sales
Manager's Guide to Greatness, Kevin
Davis shows us how to integrate
traditional performance
management with new strategies
for developmental coaching. That's
the best way to equip our teams to
win.''
Joe Galvin
Chief Strategy Officer, Vistage
Worldwide

BUY TODAY

Sales Partnering to Overcome
Every Buyer's Main Fear
What the Greatest Salespeople Think and Do
about Fear That You Should Too
Everybody is afraid of something. Some (most?) people won’t admit it.
Salespeople are afraid to talk price. Some salespeople are afraid to call; it is
called “call reluctance.”
ll buyers are afraid to buy… until they aren’t.
Helping your buyer overcome fear is key to
a successful partnership.
If you as a vendor have demonstrated
incomparable value, then when a solution is needed
there are two main reasons a customer will not buy:
The customer is afraid of change or afraid of the
cost.

A

Fear of Change (The Unknown)
Change is hard. It is harder for some than for others.
Change accelerates learning but can also speed up
problems. Change is rejected because the outcome
is unknown. Without knowledge of what will
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happen, humans fear the worst.
“B2B buyers are often making million dollar
decisions, so it’s easy for them to become paralyzed by
the idea that they’ll lose their job if they make the
wrong decision.”
— Michael Harris, CEO at Insight Demand
Even in B2B sales, humans still make the
decisions. Fear often drives inaction. In order
prevent fear from stopping the buying process you
must take specific care to get rid of any fear. In
order to get rid of the fear of change you must help
them know what is going to happen next while
proving competence and care. Help eliminate fear
of change in two steps:
Tell The Right Story  The story must encourage

Mareo McCracken

confidence in both team and product. In order to do
that the story (case study / testimonial) will have 4
key components.
1. The buyer needs to see that they are not alone,
your team will help them.
2. That others have taken this specific journey,
successfully.
3. The buyer must understand that your expertise is
real, and you have done this before.
4. The story must be relevant to their needs and
current situation, not generic.
Show the Map  Create a step by step roadmap that
shows the customer the journey. This map will give
them confidence that no matter what obstacles
come, there is a plan to keep moving forward. This
map will address the major concerns, who is
involved, and what to do in various situations. This
map will or “Path to Value” will become a valuable
tool for marketing, sales, and customer success.
By outlining the change that will come and
sharing true, compelling stories, your team will be
able to help your buyers overcome the fear of
change to become true partners.

Fear of Cost (Overpaying)
Cost is not price. Price is what you pay in money.
Cost is what you pay in relation to the value you
receive compared to alternatives. No one wants to
overpay on cost or price. Overpayment ruins
relationships. Every buyer wants to feel like they
got a great deal. Cost is usually a factor when value
is not defined and explained. If the value is very
evident and cost is still an issue, then finding out
what the “real” cost problem is will go a long a way
toward solving this problem.

or implement. Is the idea that one contract will not
solve the problem? Find out the true cost issue and
most of the time just knowing the issue will give the
buyer confidence that you can help them overcome
their problems. Most deals can be structured in
multiple ways. Be creative. Let the buyer know you
are flexible and then adapt to what they need. Help
them help themselves.
“The goal of any salesperson is to show prospects
how much they need to use their product in order to
save time or money. It may require that you
demonstrate how, by not using your product, it is
costing them time, money, or anything else of value.”
— Victor Antonio, Sellinger Group, Master Sales
Trainer
Cost fears can be alleviated when true reasons are
known and value is demonstrated so that the cost of
not taking action is much higher than the cost of
potential rewards.

Bringing It All Together
Selling is hard because you must overcome mental
and physical constraints. The physical is often the
money. The mental is often fear of the unknown.
Don’t back away from these issues, rather help the
buyer(s) overcome them as a partner rather than as
an opponent. Selling is easier when you inspire trust
and confidence. Show value, then inspire hope and
belief. Once inspired, you can then show actionable
plans that will help the buyer picture themselves
completing a successful journey.
While the fear of change and cost are real,
showing a proven path to value through compelling
stories and a guided roadmap will help the buyer be
thankful they have you to guide them along their
n
journey.

The Solution? Ask More Questions
Define all of the possible issues. Is it the upfront
cost? Is it the recurring costs? Is the cost to maintain

Mareo McCracken is the Revenue Leader at
Movemedical. Find out more here
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How to Use Video to
Crush Your Sales Quotas
“You need a playbook,”
demanded Lauren Bailey,
CEO, Factor 8. “You need a
playbook.” I knew she was
right for multiple reasons.
I’ve been in sales for more than 20 years
and “playbooks” give sales people comfort.
laybooks help sales people to streamline and
simplify the sales process based on what
other people in our industry have learned
after multiple attempts and many failures. Like a
blueprint for an architect, the playbook gives sales
people the exact recipe needed to do their job well
and close the deal. But the playbook Lauren was
asking for…this one is different. This playbook needs
to accomplish more than just process; it needs to
make the sales person look good.

P

You have a face for radio
We’ve all heard this saying before. Many of us live
by it. Better behind the scenes than on the scene.
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Many Inside Sales Professionals chose their line of
work specifically to communicate with leads from a
remote location. But that’s changing. With video
becoming a more mainstream format for
communication, your likelihood of “showing up” or
“putting a face to a name” is growing…daily.
As the VP of Sales for a video company, I’ve
watched video consumption skyrocket in the past
couple of years. I’ve watched video production
quickly shift from instudio with a Sony PMW300
One XDCAM to inUber with an iPhone. But mostly
importantly, I’ve witnessed firsthand an increase in
sales revenue when video is added to the sale
process. I hear it everyday.

Video is making me money
I have a relatively small sales team responsible for
selling a product that has a sales cycle of about 12
months. We sell software to learning professionals.
We recently launched a video product for sales
engagement. Both products are videobased. We
developed the sales tool in part to accelerate our
sales process aimed at the learning side of our
business. We did this because we know that trends

Brad Layman

in learning and communication are heavy in video.
We also know that humanizing products and
services is the best way to sell and keep customers.
Our sales team is now seeing increased open rates
on email grow by 300%  simply by adding a video
to the email. We are seeing 3 times the level of
engagement from our prospects than before
because our prospects are now able to put a face to
the name. It also allows you to differentiate yourself
and stand out from a sea of similar emails. These
statistics and others have shorted our 12 month
sales cycle by an average of 3 months allowing us to
beat quarterly quotas and revenue targets.

No money is easy money
Video is for some a favorite medium and for others 
 a sheer dread. We hear it all of the time. We’ve
interviewed Bob Perkins, President and CEO of AA
ISP (The Global Inside Sales Professional
Association) who says if you’re not using video,
you’re not in the game. We’ve interviewed other
executives who still struggle to get comfortable in a
video production studio. I was in a meeting with a
Sales Director and his team a few weeks ago. He
looked around the room and said if video can get
you a 23X better conversion rate can anyone here
tell me that they are not going to use the tool? No
one raised a hand. People are coming around and
the bottom line is that if you are not comfortable
with video today, reps are willing to push through
their hesitation to use it because it helps them make
more money. But the bottomline is that video 
mobile and webbased  is not going anywhere and
only continues to prove out in sales engagements.
And so….for the curtain call…

Crushing Quotes Play by Play
I worked with my team as well as a team of sales and
coaching experts to create a playbook to help
salespeople sell more, faster while also helping to
make them feel comfortable and confident on video.

The plays that your sales people will want to master
follow and in each case there are specific structures,
attitudes and angles that your sales people will want
to bring to the camera.
l Prospecting: How to Use Video to Connect with

a Cold Prospect
l Marketing Qualified Leads: How to Use Video to

Turn your Most Active Web Visitors into Clients
l Inbound Leads: How to Use Video to Turn

Interest into Investment
l Demo FollowUp: How to Use Video to Stay on
Radar and Make the Demo Experience Shareable
l Account Management: How to Use Video to
Show that a Real Person Cares About Client
Success
For each play, we developed a list of tips and scripts
but what we find to be most useful are the examples
of other sales people who are using the playbook to
create videos and posting them to our community.
With each video, we have stories like “I got the
demo!” or “He never answered my call before.” Or
engagement stats and statements like “She shared
my video with 17 people”, and “The VP watched my
video 4 times!”
With video and analytics, a playbook and some
creativity, I’ve not only seen increased revenue from
my sales team; I’ve seen renewed spirit.
I get it. It’s new and it’s different and it’s hard to
change behaviors. People are creatures of habit. But
it’s too easy not to try and the intrinsic value it brings
to your sales team and your prospects and clients. It
humanizes the sales experience, allows for creativity,
and allows your prospects to virtually meet you. So
in the words of Steve Richards, Chief Revenue
Officer of Execvision, I leave you with this, “I
challenge you to try video. I know I will.”

Brad Layman is the VP of Sales for KZO
Innovations (producer of KZO Drive) and
thought leader on video sales
communications.Find out more here
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Find Your Value Equation
Too often, prospects can’t
really tell the difference
between the solutions they
see from sellers. Why?
Because sellers only talk
about the benefits of the solution, not the
value. When this happens, the customer
decides your value, not you. To avoid this
fate, you’ve got to find your value
equation.
he agent’s face lit up blue with each puff of
her ecigarette. We’d been negotiating hard
for ten minutes, and she’d been chain
smoking the entire time. I was running out of time,
and I needed this deal.

T

Getting the Rock Star
“One point four million dollars,” she said. “Not a
penny less.”
A tiny puff of smoke flew from her lips with the
words “point” and “penny.” I knew the negotiations
were reaching an end. She was the agent for a faded
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rock star on the verge of a comeback. I had to secure
a sixmonth contract for my record label. $1.4M was
about what I expected to pay. We had a deal.
This was the scene at a sales negotiation course I
attended some years ago. Eight of us were going
through the same exercise to negotiate the deal to
secure the rock star. After I ended my negotiations,
we all went back inside to join the trainer.

Wildly Different Values
“Put your hand up if you felt you got good value for
your money,” the trainer said. Eight hands went up.
“OK,” she said. “Let’s see the numbers. Calum, how
much did the rock star cost you?”
“One point four million,” I said confidently.
“Good,” said the trainer as she wrote “$1.4M” on
the board. “Next?” she asked.
One person did $1.5M. Another signed for
$800K. The person across from me paid $2.4M!
What was going on? Each total was radically
different, yet we all felt we’d gotten good value from
our deals. It was fascinating.
This is a great demonstration of how value is
incredibly specific to an individual. In fact, value is so
specific to the individual that it could even be

Calum Kilgour

described as something deeper: a feeling of value
created by a situation. Here’s what I mean.

The Unfair Advantage: Your Value Equation
Top sellers everywhere strive to generate this
deeper feeling of value inside their prospect’s mind.
Each seller wants to be the one who offers the most
value to a prospect. Sellers who do that have an
unfair advantage over their competitors because
they’ve found their value equation with their
prospect.
Let’s use a simple example to illustrate how to
find your value equation.
Imagine you’re bald (easy for me) and want to
find a hair restoration procedure that really works.
You’ve narrowed your search down to two clinics.
At the first clinic, the consultant shows you a
picture of a smiling man with thinning hair. It’s a
client after his treatment, and the clinician asks if
you want to look just as happy.
At the second clinic, the consultant also shows
you a picture of a customer. But this time, she shows
you his picture before treatment. Your eyes light up
because this person looks like you—he’s totally bald.
She then shows you a second picture of the same
person after treatment. The contrast is startling:
your formerly bald twin is smiling, and has a
reasonable head of hair. Your choice of clinic is clear.
But why? Both clinics had aftertreatment
pictures of happy clients. The difference was in
second clinic’s value equation. By taking the time to
show the contrast between the before and after
pictures, she showed you how much better your
desired, headfullofhair future state will be if you
chose them. The value equation is: “Future” State
minus “Current” Situation equals contrast, which is
your Absolute “Value” (FC=V).

Three Magic Cs
Let’s go back to complex selling situations. Most
prospects can’t really tell the difference between

solutions because sellers only talk about the
benefits. When you only talk about benefits, you
leave it up to the customer to decide the value of
what you’re selling. And, like the rock star deal we
saw earlier, value is wildly different for each
individual. To avoid this fate, you’ve got to create
your value equation. To do this well, use the Three
Magic Cs:
Care: Frame every conversation, proposal, and
presentation in the context of your customer’s goals.
When your customer hears you talking about what
they want to achieve, you’ll engage their emotional
mind and they’ll care about what you have to offer.
You can do this by starting early conversations with:
“You said you wanted to …” This also creates
urgency.
Concrete: Don’t use abstract terms like “value”
and “efficiency.” Replace them with concrete terms
and images that your prospect can picture in their
minds. Two concrete images you must identify are
their current situation and the current situation’s anti
value. Show them how they are doing things
currently, and then get them to acknowledge why
that approach doesn’t work (this is usually the result
of change in their world: what used to be OK isn’t
any more).
Contrast: Contrast your prospect’s current
situation with a better situation, just like the hair
clinic example. Show them what their current
situation looks like. Let them see how they can’t
achieve their goal that way, given the new business
conditions they face. Contrast that with the results
your solution will bring them.
The more contrast you show, the more value
your prospect will see in you. And when you use the
Three Magic Cs to create your value equation, you’ll
link your value to your prospect’s goals, and you’ll
really start value selling.
As for the hair clinic, skip it. In the 21st century,
n
bald is beautiful.

Calum Kilgour is Founder & CEO of
Slingshot Edge. Find out more here
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The Top Sales Hardtalk Series
Hosted by the ebullient Barb Giamanco, expect fastpaced, relevant and indepth conversations
that are always on topic. We will be releasing one recording for download every Tuesday.
Here is June’s timetable.
Tue 6th  Gregg Freishtat
Business Relationship Intelligence

Tue 13th  Jim Ninivaggi
How Your Sales Team Can Master Social – Both
Internally and With Customers and Prospects

Tue 20th  Simon Morton
Stifled Sales Conversations & Missed Opportunities
– How Toolkit Presentations Let Salespeople Sell
not Preach!

Tue 27th  Alex Waiman
The Phone as a Cornerstone in Selling

And you if you missed any of May’s Hardtalks, you can listen to the recordings here too:
l
l
l
l
l

Corey Rieck
Gretchen Gordon
Jonathan Jewett
Andy Paul
Lisa Magnuson







What Top Sales Producers Do
Blurring the Lines Between Sales and Marketing
Agile Selling
Sales Transformation
How to Keep the Door Open to the CSuite

LISTEN HERE AT

Advertise, Partner, Promote, Publicize
Whatever your requirements for the size your budget,
we can tailor a package for you: we have incredibly
attractive 12month partnership opportunities; major
event sponsorship availability or straightforward oneoff
promotions.
Our magazine reaches over 330,000 subscribers
every month, and the combined Twitter reach of the
TSW contributors is 4.1 million!
Top Sales World is now the most visited, most
popular, most exciting and most significant sales related
site – period.

Please email us on advertising@topsalesworld.com to
discover the possibilities.

Top Sales Post

May’s Top Sales Post
How Getting Clarity on Your Sales Philosophy Will Boost
Your Sales by Deb Calvert

“I

'm currently in sales, but I'm not a sales person."

At a sales conference last week, that's how a young,
professional woman introduced herself to me. When
I asked for clarification, she told me she was too
honest, too loyal and "too much about people" to
every really be a seller.
When I told her she was the perfect fit for the
job, she was offended. Her negative perception of
sellers, fueled by snake oil stereotypes, made it
nearly impossible to see herself with that identity...
despite the fact that she'd been selling, successfully,
for nearly three years and was attending a sales
conference.
I see a lot of this denial and distancing. Some
sellers don't feel good about selling.
If you struggle with the skepticism, perceptions

and reactions of others when you 89  mirror.pngsay
you're in sales, perhaps you've experienced this, too.
What you need is a Personal Sales Philosophy (PSP).
A PSP is a simple and abiding set of beliefs about
how you sell. With it, you'll solidify your core values
and determine which actions best represent those
values. You'll have congruence that will make you
proud of who you are and what you do.
What's the point of having a sales philosophy?
There are three major benefits that come from the
process of developing your PSP.
You will feel ennobled: There's plenty of talk
about sales enablement and not nearly enough
focus on sales ennoblement. With a PSP and the
thought work that goes into it, you can feel proud of
Read Full Article Here
the work you do and...

Our 2017 Partners
If you would like to learn more about the benefits of becoming a TSW sponsor
and our existing Partner Program, please find details here.
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